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~ 45 Romantic Ideas
For Valentine's Day ~

A treasury of romantic ideas for couples who want to
spice up their relationship...and love life!

Special Valentine's Edition 

from Ruby Quinn...
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Copyright Notice, Disclaimer, and Disclosure

The author and publisher of this Report and any accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing this
Report. 

The content in this report is for adults of legal age - those who are 18 years of age or older. In some states or 
provinces legal age is 21 years or older. 

The information contained in this Report and bonuses may be subject to varying Provincial/State, Federal, and/or 
local laws or regulations. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations is the sole responsibility of the reader.
The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or 
completeness of the contents of this Report and the content of bonuses. 

The information contained in this Report and any bonuses is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish 
to apply ideas contained in this Report and any bonuses, you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND ITS POTENTIAL. THESE MATERIALS 
AND BONUSES ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF RESULTS.  

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any particular 
purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive, 
special, incidental, or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use of this material and the 
accompanying bonuses, which are provided “as is” and without warranties.

The author, the website owner(s), and the publisher do not assume any responsibility or liability for use, errors, 
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the enclosed subject matter, including bonuses.

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting, medical or other professional should be sought. 

The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness, or applicability of any websites listed or 
linked to in this Report. 

All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy, or any other implied or 
explicit purpose.

Images are copyright of their respective owners and are used under license or with permission. 

This Report is Copyright © 2022 by GirlGetsGreatGuy.com and its owners and is protected under the US Copyright Act
of 1976 and all other applicable international, federal, state and local laws. 

No part of this Report may be copied, changed in any format, sold, re-sold, given away, loaned, stored for retrieval,
or used in any way under any circumstances without express written permission from GirlGetsGreatGuy.com and 
its owners. This Report may not be used as the basis of derivative works. 

Duplication by any means (including photocopying, electronic reproduction, recording, downloading, or otherwise),
distribution (including by facsimile, attachments, or through the Internet), or storage in a database or retrieval 
system (including torrent sites), in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited without the prior written permission of the
author. 

The author and publisher receive financial and/or other forms of compensation for products or services 
recommended or suggested in this Report, thank you for your support, and wish you a happy and exciting 
relationship. Use of this report is subject to the Terms of Use at GirlGetsGreatGuy.com 
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 1

Buy some stickers with different sizes of red hearts and red roses. 

Send him a love note and cover it with a variety of stickers - large and small. 

If you can’t find any stickers, draw a heart, some x’s and o’s, and a smiley face on the note or 
card instead. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 2

Buy a romantic or pretty card and mail it to him so he gets it with his regular mail at home. (It’s 
a lot more personalized than sending him an email.)

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 3

In the evening, as he’s getting ready for bed, fluff up his pillow. Then, turn down his side of the 
bed. 

Place a glass of water on a coaster on his night table. 

Then place his favorite (wrapped) chocolate on top of his pillow. Slip a small note under (or on 
top of) his pillow.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 4

Write him a love letter. Tell him the things you love about him. It could be the way he looks at 
you, the way he touches you, the way he makes you feel safe, the way he values you, or even 
the way he helps you.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 5

For those couples who celebrate Valentine's Day in a hot climate, take him on an unforgettable
picnic. Pack a picnic basket (very romantic!)...or a large insulated plastic cooler (it works, too!).

Include...sliced fruit...crackers...wrapped cheeses...delicate sandwiches...fish or meat 
pate...wine (or champagne)...with fancy wine glasses...wrapped gourmet chocolates... 
plates...cutlery... tablecloth...cloth napkins. Go first class all the way and make it special.

Don’t forget to pack ice or ice blocks to keep things chilled. Take your portable CD player with 
speakers and your favorite music.

Drive to a park. Or head out to the countryside on a sunny afternoon. Find a grassy knoll or 
shady spot under a tree. Spread out a blanket. Enjoy an afternoon picnic surrounded by the 
sounds of nature and soft music. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 6

Organize a special Valentine's egg/chocolate hunt just for him. 

Hide his favorite wrapped chocolate Valentine's eggs/chocolates in various places around a 
specific room like the living room. On shelves. Under cushions. Under chairs or tables. In 
lingerie drawers. 

In obvious, easy-to-find places and not so obvious, harder-to-find places. 

Then create a “hint” sheet from the Valentine Bunny - telling him where he’ll find the eggs. For 
example, “You’ll have to look high and low to find your Valentine eggs. And, don’t forget that at 
this time of the year, my Valentine eggs/chocolates get cold, too. Hint, hint!”  

Include how many chocolates/eggs he has to look for. Hide one in the freezer of the fridge or 
on a lower shelf at the back of the fridge.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 7

Haven’t seen each other for a few days because he’s been away or too busy?

If you’re traveling to see your sweetheart surprise him by arriving earlier than he expects. 

Here’s what you do: You’re only minutes away from seeing him again - but he doesn’t know it. 

Phone him on your cell phone and tell him you’re still about an hour away.

Then ten or fifteen minutes later when you arrive he’ll be surprised (and happy!) that you’re 
there so soon.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 8

Rose petals leading from the front door to the bedroom. 

The lights dimmed.

Soft music playing in the background. 

Make him feel welcome...wanted...and loved...when he comes home.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 9

Rent a romantic movie and spend the evening cuddled up together on the couch eating 
popcorn. Bring a box of tissues, too.

Some good romantic movies (that are worth seeing again if you’ve already seen them) are: 
Serendipity, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, Love Actually, Hitch, Notting Hill, The Bridges of 
Madison County, Titanic, The English Patient, Far and Away. Or watch the Outlander series. 
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How To Satisfy Your Man 
With Mind Blowing Orgasms

That Leave Him Begging For More!

Click here to discover the secret sexual pleasures men crave from their woman...

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 10

This Romantic Indulgence takes a little planning ahead of time. Before you do, however, make 
sure he has no plans and is available for the outing. If he is available, then...

...book a room or suite at a cozy Bed and Breakfast or resort for Valentine's Day. 

Then, either phone him at work or leave a note on his pillow telling him to pack for a surprise 
getaway at an unknown destination. 

Suggest clothing he should (or shouldn’t) take depending on what you have planned!

Be mysterious so you heighten the anticipation and excitement.

When he starts asking you questions, tell him all will be revealed at the appropriate time - 
which will be when you arrive at your final destination.
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“Finding A Great Guy Is Hard Enough.
Keeping Him Can Be Even Harder...”

Dear Friend,

There's one thing every woman who finds a great guy knows: 

He's worth hanging onto.

Trouble is, sometimes that's easier said than done.

When the “honeymoon” phase is over, chances are the bloom will be off the rose. 

Worse still if your man loses interest and breaks up with you.

Imagine what it would be like to be able to win your man's heart every day, every week, 
every month, every year...

You become the woman your man is absolutely, completely, over-the-moon CRAZY 
about.

The bond you have with him grows stronger with each passing day.

The romance reappears.
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The thrilling, off-the-charts sex returns.

You're the woman he caresses, lusts after, enjoys, laughs with, delights in, touches, 
loves, cherishes, appreciates, and adores.

Savvy women in successful relationships know the secrets to holding onto a good man.

How To Inspire Your Man To Love, Cherish, Appreciate and Adore You holds the keys to 
many of those secrets and reveals how to capture and recapture your man's heart.

When...

> You're in a new or budding relationship and you want to extend the “honeymoon” 
phase

> You're wondering if your man still loves you or even cares about you

> The romance and passion have disappeared from your relationship

> You love your man but he's clueless about your wants, needs, and desires

> You feel he takes you for granted

> You're worried the spark has gone out of the relationship and that he might be 
thinking of finding someone else or cheating on you

> You wished your relationship or marriage could be better

> You want your man to change but don't know how to do it

> You feel unloved and unappreciated in your relationship

...then reach for “How To Inspire Your Man To Love, Cherish, Appreciate and Adore 
You” to find out how to turn your relationship into one that is loving, fulfilling, and 
healthy. 

Click This Link To Discover How To Inspire Your Man To Love, Cherish, 
Appreciate and Adore You
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 11

On a grey 8 ½ x 11” sheet of bond paper, create a “menu” for the evening. 

The “menu” could be a 3 or 4 course meal you’ve prepared for just the two or you. 

Or it could be a list of romantic favors that you’ll be providing your man during the evening. 

Roll the “menu” up, tie it with a red or pink ribbon...and leave it where he’ll find it as soon as he
gets home.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 12

Put on soft, romantic music and have a “cuddle” or “smooching” session with your sweetheart. 

Create Special “Date Nights” To Keep The
 Romance and Passion In Your Relationship Alive!

300 Creative Dates features 300 imaginative low cost dates. 

It includes dozens of dates including inventive picnic dates... romantic dinner 
dates...exciting vacation dates...and dates for celebrating anniversaries...birthdays...and 
special occasions.

Surprise your man with something original and imaginative so he’ll never complain about 
having another dull or boring date. 
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Includes creative ways to ask your guy out on a date and dating coupons your sweetheart can 
redeem for future dates with you. 

300 Creative Dates is jam packed with ideas for men, women, and married couples who want 
to have fun dates with their partners and take their relationship to the next level.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 13

Buy him a flower: One long-stemmed red rose. Or a red carnation (they seem to last longer.) 

Add a teasing or flirty love note. Plant a big red kiss on the note and add a dab of your perfume
as well!

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 14
Buy him something that reminds him of the first time you met or the first date you went on.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 15
Tuck a love note in his dresser drawer. Or slip a love note in his briefcase. Add a dab - a small 
hint - of your perfume to the note to remind him of you.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 16
Arrange to send flowers to him on Valentine's day. 

Have them sent with a special love note you’ve written to him.

Send the flowers and the note to your home (if you're living together)...or to his work address.

He’ll not only love the flowers - and the note - but he’ll be reminded of you...especially when he
sees the flowers in a beautiful vase during day.  
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If the flowers are delivered to his office, he’ll be flattered (and maybe even blush) with the 
attention he gets from his co-workers...and notice them every time he sits at his desk. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 17
Create a love note or buy a romantic card. Then tuck some romantic love coupons inside. 

The coupons could include a romantic favor like a sensual massage...or a foot massage. Or it 
could be a bubble bath (for two!)...an evening of snuggling...a kissing session...or anything 
else you care to create. 

Add an expiry date that coincides with a special date night or Valentine's Day. Or indicate the 
coupon never expires - it’s up to you!

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 18
Play romantic music one evening. 

Check out songs by Bryan Adams, for example, including...(Everything I Do) I Do It For You 
[and] Have You Ever Really Loved A Woman. Try Country and Western songs, too.

Or oldies like...Moon River...or Strangers on the Shore (from Mr. Holland’s Opus).

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 19
Find out what his favorite painting, photograph, or picture is. 

It might be a music group like the Beatles or The Rolling Stones. Or it could be cute 
puppies...flowers...a famous monument...a popular movie...art work...a celebrity...or a scene.

Buy a framed poster for him. Hang it in the living room...bedroom...or near his computer.

It will look stylish because it’s framed and every time he looks at it he’ll be reminded of you.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 20
Buy a pad of colored or fluorescent Post-it® notes about 3” x 3” in size. 

Write several love messages to him - one message on each Post-it® note.

Stick them on various pages of his favorite book - especially the one he’s reading right now. 

As he turns the pages he’ll come across your love notes.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 21

Give your guy a card and enclose several BLANK love coupons on which he writes down 
romantic favors he wants you to do for him.

It could be soaping his back in the shower...going to the ball game with him...listening to his 
favorite music together...or cooking him a special dinner.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 22

Collect 10 or 15 of the “Love Is” comic strips. Or get permission to reprint one or two. 

Create a collage or “super-size” one of the comics to 8½” x 11” and laminate or frame it.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 23

Buy each other small gifts. Wrapped chocolates or candy. A slice of his favorite pie or cake. Or
offer to do something like making a special dinner on Valentine's day. These small gifts show 
you’re thinking about your sweetheart and will always be appreciated and remembered.  
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 24
For those couples living in a hot climate on Valentine's Day, pick up a large container of his 
favorite ice cream, ice milk, sorbet, or frozen yogurt on the way home from work and enjoy it 
together while watching a movie or catching a cool breeze on the balcony or porch. 

If you’re daring, buy a new flavor neither of you has ever tried before and sample it together. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 25

On a colored (grey or light beige) 8 ½ x 11” sheet of bond paper, create a “program” of the 
evening’s events - your “date” night - for just the two of you. 

It might begin with a massage. Then a relaxing bubble bath. Followed by a cozy dinner at your 
favorite restaurant...or one you’ve specially prepared at home. 

Finish dinner off with a “guilty pleasures” dessert at home snuggled on the couch. 

After that, you’re on your own! [Click here   to discover   a TON of ideas to please him sexually.  ]

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 26

Slip into the shower with him in the morning or evening when he’s least expecting it (and you 
both have lots of time on your hands)!

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 27

Love to write fiction?  

Here’s your chance for you and your partner to star in your own mini-novel.

Write a romantic short story...with both of you as the main characters.  

Or write a sizzling hot love scene.
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If you’re writing a romantic short story, create a fictional setting like a tropical island where you 
and your sweetheart meet. Then start your adventure from there. 

Or you could already be together and you decide to go exploring for pirate’s treasure or 
sunken treasure from a Spanish Galleon. 

Choose a time period for your story. It could be a historical romance...it could be set in the 
1800’s...or it could be a modern day setting.

Write a plot that is something he’d be interested in reading. 

Write “racy” love scenes. Use your imagination to make it hot and steamy and get his heart 
pounding.

Want some ideas and inspiration on what to say? Read romance novels! 

Create a cover page with the title of your story.

Prepare a special page with an inscription dedicating the book to your partner. Mention things 
that you love about him including how he inspired you to write the story.

Then print out the manuscript on white, light beige, or grey 8 ½ x 11” paper. 

Bind the pages together with a nice cover.

Then write several love messages to him on Post-it® notes - one message on each Post-it® 
note - and stick them on pages throughout your manuscript.

Gift wrap your manuscript and present it to your sweetheart. 

Alternatively, mail it to him. He’ll wonder what’s inside the large envelope and be surprised - 
and flattered - when he sees the cover and dedication pages.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 28

Buy a book of erotica, read it together, and share your thoughts. Or buy a book on sensual 
massage and practice on each other!

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 29

Is your man a hockey...football...basketball…or baseball fan?
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Buy tickets to a big game, put them in a blue envelope, and slip them under his pillow. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 30

Rent an exotic or luxury car for a Saturday...Sunday...or weekend. It could be a Porsche...a 
Rolls Royce...a Lotus...or a Lamborghini. Or try something you’ve never driven before like a 
BMW...Mercedes...Hummer...or Lexus. Or perhaps a classic car from the ‘50’s or ‘60’s.

Then go on a sightseeing trip around your city or head out to the countryside. 

Take a picnic...or pack an overnight bag and stay at a cozy Bed and Breakfast.

If there are no exotic car rentals in your town or city ask around for a fun car you’d like to try 
out - perhaps a VW Beetle...a sports car...or a convertible. (And don’t forget to drive carefully!)

Sometimes there will be something missing in your relationship or marriage. It might be 
the romance. It might be the passion. It might be the lust. Or it might be something else.

Whatever it is, sometimes you just need a little guidance and new ideas to put the sizzle 
back and heighten the romance and passion and excitement. That's why I'd like to 
introduce you to a few of my favorite top special resources that can help spice up your 
love life and bring back the romance and hot passion...

Special Resources To 
Improve And Enhance Your
Relationship and Love Life

(The author receives – at no extra cost to you - financial and/or other forms of compensation for 
products or services recommended or suggested, thanks you for your support, and wishes you a happy 
and exciting relationship):

1. NAUGHTY Words To Make Any Man Sexually Addicted To You . . . 

It used to be hush-hush. But now the secret is out - men are aroused by Dirty Talk.
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Click this link to find out how to ignite your love life and put more passion in your 
lovemaking! (Very popular adult content.)

2. Does Your Man Leave You Sexually Unsatisfied?

Does your man have trouble with maintaining 
“control”? The very “control” he needs to please 
you? 

It's no surprise that when he's finished, his lust and
desire are totally gone.

And that can leave you unsatisfied. 

There are specific ways your man can increase his sexual stamina that could help 
improve your sex life.

Click this link to find out how to create a more satisfying sex life and put more 
intimacy into your lovemaking! (Adult content.)

3. Does Your Man Have Erectile Dysfunction (ED)?

It's an embarrassing and humiliating problem for many men - especially as they get 
older. And it can leave you both frustrated and unsatisfied.

Click this link to find out how to help you and your 
man have a more satisfying sex life and put more 
intimacy into your lovemaking! (Adult content.)
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4. Take Him To A Fever Pitch With The Magic Of Your Hands

Savvy women know more than one way to turn their man on.
Your hands have magical abilities...and you'll have him 
whimpering and moaning with pleasure and begging for more
with these “Stroking Skills” most women don't know about.

Click this link to discover how to skillfully use your hands to Rock His World. (Adult)

5. Put The SPARK And SIZZLE Back Into Your Relationship With Simple (But 
Very Effective) Text Messages!

Put the SIZZLE back into your relationship no matter how long you’ve been together and
no matter how “bad” the romance (or lack of romance) has gotten.

Transform your boyfriend or husband into your Secret Prince 
Charming and have him sweep you off your feet. 

You'll be shocked at the transformation that takes place in your 
man almost overnight. 

He'll count down the moments until he can hold you in his arms. 
He'll seduce you and romance you. 

You can start getting the relationship you want just by texting 
from your cell phone. 

Now you can secretly access the hidden parts of his brain and hotwire him to desire 
you...with special text messages.

Click this link to find out how to put more SIZZLE, more romance, and more intimacy 
into your relationship with “done-for-you” romantic texts you can use anytime.

6. Heat Things Up In The Bedroom With These Mind-Blowing Moves 
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Add another dimension to your lovemaking and spice things 
up in the bedroom with moves and techniques that excite and 
exhilarate you and your man.

Click this link for some of the hottest moves and techniques to take your man to new
heights and give him amazing pleasure.

7. Do You Want More Sexual Pleasure And Bigger, Badder, Better Orgasms?

FLOW Nitric Oxide supplement isn’t just for men. It’s for us women, too. (aff)

Nitric Oxide is also for us women because we also need blood flow to our erectile tissue,
including our clitoris, in order to experience greater sexual pleasure and enjoy better 
orgasms. 

Blood flow is essential to our engorgement and sexual pleasure, too. If you’re like most 
of us, it takes time - and the loving touch of your man - to become aroused. 
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When you become engorged and aroused “down there” you’ll experience greater 
pleasure with your man. 

According to trusted sex advisor to millions of people and co-creator of FLOW 
supplement, Susan Bratton, FLOW helps increase blood flow to your lady parts to give 
you greater sexual pleasure and also helps improve lubrication. (aff)

You can order FLOW Supplement For Women Here (aff)
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Does Your Man Go Soft During Sex
Or Have Trouble Staying Hard?

There's nothing more embarrassing or humiliating to your man - and more 
frustrating to you - than when your man has difficulty getting hard or keeping
it up.

In fact, it’s one of the biggest complaints men and women have about their 
sex life.

Often this problem is due to lower Nitric Oxide production as your man ages 
which leads to decreased blood flow that’s crucial for engorgement and 
erectile function. (aff)

Without adequate blood flow your man has trouble getting the erections that
are needed for maximum sexual pleasure and satisfaction.

Low Nitric Oxide means reduced pleasure and performance - for both you and
your man.  

One way for your man to overcome reduced pleasure and performance and 
improve his sex life is to feed his body with organic Nitric Oxide instead of 
taking dangerous prescription drugs. (aff)

He might be able to feed his body from the foods he eats but there’s an 
easier and quicker way: taking a libido boosting and Nitric Oxide boosting 
supplement.

FLOW Nitric Oxide supplement is made from organic fruits and vegetables 
and is designed to help with better blood flow, help your man stay hard, and 
improve his (and your) sex life. (aff.)
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Click Here To Discover How To Help Improve Your   Man's  
Sexual Performance And Pleasure

[Not a recommendation or endorsement. Statements about supplements, teas, and formulas have not 
been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Products promoted are not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult with your doctor for possible side effects.]
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FLOW Isn’t Only For Your Man... 
 It’s Also For Women Who Want To

Experience Better Lubrication, More
Sensation, Greater Sexual Pleasure,

And Better Orgasms!

FLOW Nitric Oxide supplement isn’t just for men, though. (aff)

It’s also for us women because we also need blood flow to our erectile tissue,
including our clitoris, in order to experience greater sexual pleasure and 
enjoy better orgasms.

Blood flow is essential to a woman’s engorgement and sexual pleasure, too.

If you’re like most of us, it takes time – and the loving touch of your man – to 
become aroused. 

When you become engorged and aroused “down there” you’ll experience 
greater pleasure with your man.

According to trusted sex advisor to millions of people and co-creator of 
FLOW supplement, Susan Bratton, FLOW helps increase blood flow to your 
lady parts to help give you greater sexual pleasure and also help improve 
lubrication.

You can order FLOW Supplement For Women Here (aff)

[Not a recommendation or endorsement. Statements about products, supplements, teas, and formulas 
have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Products promoted are not intended to 
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult with your doctor for possible side effects.]
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 31
Take him for a walk along the beach or waterfront early in the morning when the sun is just 
starting to come up...or later in the evening when the sun is slowing setting.

Cuddle together, put your arm around him, watch the sun rise or set, and marvel at its beauty.

It’s perfectly romantic - especially if you’re vacationing in a tropical paradise.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 32
Text message him...or phone him during the day...to tell him you miss him and you love him. 

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 33

Does your guy have a secret wish...desire...or fantasy? 

Does he reminisce about things he’s done in the past and would like to do again? 

Does he dream about things he’d like to do in the future? 

Or does he have interests that he’d like to explore but has never had the time or opportunity to 
do so? 

Collect clues from what he says when he’s talking to you about the past or about his hopes, 
dreams, and fantasies. 

Then create future surprises for him.  They might be gifts you make or buy. 

They might be activities that he does alone or both of you could do together.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 34

Try something completely new. Or do something your guy particularly enjoys. Take your guy to
a wine-tasting event...a rock concert...a play...the theatre...the ballet...a museum... the 
symphony...a comedy club...a vaudeville show...an historical reenactment...high tea at a fancy 
hotel...a circus...or spend a day sampling new and exotic foods at a county fair.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 35

Be a tourist in your own town or city. Spend a day sightseeing and visit all the tourist ‘traps.’

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 36

Treat him to something special when he’s had a particularly hard day at work or a tiring 
business trip...

Dim the lights. Turn on soft, romantic music.  And surprise him with his favorite dinner. 

Create an elegant table setting with a pretty table cloth, cloth napkins, fine china, lighted 
candles, and a rose in a vase in front of his place setting.

Finish dinner off with a “sinful” dessert! Then invite him to have a bubble bath (with you) or give
him a massage (or do both!)

He’ll love the effort you took to relax him and drain the tension away.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 37

Tease him and entice him with this idea...

Buy a small bottle of massage oil, scented with his favorite massage oil scent. (Some massage
oils are not pre-scented and you can add your own scent. A light citrus orange aroma is one 
example.)

Wrap the bottle of massage oil in some red tissue (or gift) paper and place it in a small gift box.

Fold some tissue paper over everything so that when he opens the box he won’t be able to see
what’s in it.

On top of the folded tissue paper, enclose a handwritten note saying: 

“For an unbelievable sensual massage, phone 123-1234 (add your phone number).”

Don’t forget to add some hearts, kisses, and hugs at the bottom of the note.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 38
Is your guy a romantic at heart? 

Buy any of these books by popular author, Nicholas Sparks...

...The Wedding...The Notebook...A Walk to Remember...True Believer...

...and give it to him as a present.

Write an inscription to him on the inside of the cover and date it. Or write him a short note and 
tuck it in the front of the book.

Wrap the book in pretty wrapping paper and leave it on his pillow.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 39

If you’re “in the mood”...feeling particularly adventurous...and want to spice things up with your 
guy, buy a copy of How To Drive Your Man Wild In Bed (Warning: xxx Adult content xxx). If 
you want to turn up the heat in your love life, don’t miss this treasury of moves and techniques!
Comes with Sexy Dirty Talk, a Yes/No/Maybe Checklist, and much, much more.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 40

This Romantic Indulgence is an outpouring of your love and praise for that special person in 
your life and it will have very special meaning. 

Write a love note to your guy. In it, tell your sweetheart the things you love about him.

Try to come up with at least twelve things.

Your love note could begin, “I love...[describe what you love about your guy]” or “I love how 
you...” [or] “I love the way you....” [or] “I love it when you...”

This could include special qualities or characteristics like color of eyes, softness of skin, a 
bright smile, a cute personality, a great sense of humor. Or it could include how your guy 
makes you feel or cares for you - how he makes you laugh, how he looks after you when 
you’re sick.

Tell your guy what makes you proud of him. Tell your guy the way you feel when you’re 
together.

And tell your guy what he brings to your life that makes you happy.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 41

In the winter...rent a chalet - or book a room - at a fancy ski resort...even if you don’t ski. 

(Make sure you’re outfitted for cold weather and snowy conditions and your vehicle is in good 
running condition with snow tires and/or chains. Stay away from avalanche areas!)

Enjoy the scenery and the cool, crisp mountain air during the day. In the evening snuggle up 
together under a blanket in front of a roaring fire with hot drinks.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 42

Here’s a variation on love coupons. Pull out your check book and write a sexual favor on the 
check. Put it in an envelope and leave it on the kitchen table or under his pillow.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 43

Take him on a “treasure hunt” in your own home. Leave him clues in various places around the
house. Your final clue will be something romantic - a romantic evening together...with a special
meal...wine...and “dessert.” (Or, if you can’t wait, go straight to the “dessert” menu.)

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 44

After he’s had a hard day at work, lead him to the couch. Have him recline on the cushions and
ask him to put his feet on your lap.

Take one of his feet and start massaging it lightly. Be careful not to press too hard since there 
may be sensitive spots.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 45

Create your own “License to Kiss” or “License to Flirt” with your computer graphics program.

Make it about 3 ½ “ wide x 2 ½ “ long. 

Head it up LICENSE TO KISS [or] LICENSE TO FLIRT. 

Put an expiry date on it. Or indicate that the license never expires.

Include your first name. Or make your first name descriptive like “Seductively sexy Jane” or 
“Flirtatious Sally.” 

Indicate your gender. 

Include the color of your eyes...or something about your eyes like “Big beautiful blue eyes.” Be 
teasing and flirtatious with your descriptions.

Add a heart or an outline of lips - if you can “watermark” the graphic so it’s in the background, 
that’s even better.

Put an official “stamp” on it - 4 numbers, some x’s and o’s, some small hearts, the date, and 
the name of the department: Department of Love or Department of Affection or Department of 
Flirtation. 

Add a fictitious official’s name and the official’s office - Commissioner of Love or Commissioner
of Affection or Commissioner of Flirtation.

(A word of caution: Exclude your date of birth, full name, and any other particulars you want to 
keep private - including your address and phone number - in case your “license” gets lost.) 
Once you’ve completed your “license” get it laminated and cut to size.

Pull it out of your purse whenever you want a kiss from or flirt with your guy.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 46 [Bonus Idea]

Take a heart-shaped red candy box and fill it with 14 love notes - things you love about your 
man and give it to him on Valentine's Day.
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 47 [Bonus Idea]

Create a list of favorite or special things your partner likes. It could be food. It could be pens or 
stationery. It could be a book. It could be a movie. It could be music or a band. It could be a 
sports team. It could be clothing. It could be socks. It could be gloves. It could be undies. It 
could be soap. It could be skin care. It could be a magazine. It could be a calendar with a 
movie's actors depicted for each month (like Outlander) or a calendar with puppies or kittens or
waterfalls or tropical scenery or inspirational sayings or exotic cars or of his favorite movie 
characters (like Star Wars). It could be a subscription to a service like Netflix. It could be candy.
It could be snacks. It could be a drink (alcoholic or non-alcoholic).

Once you've completed your list, go shopping for some of his favorite things and put them in a 
basket or box for him to open on Valentine's Day. 

[For a subscription service, buy a gift card from a store and put it in a specially marked 
envelope.]

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 48 [Bonus Idea]

Create a Love List. 

You can approach the Love List in two different ways. 

You could write down things you love about him. It could be his personality, it could be what he 
does for you, it could be the way he looks, it could be things that make him "cute" in your eyes.

Alternatively, your Love List could be about sex: What was so special about your "first time" 
together. Or how he makes you feel when you're in his arms. It could include things you'd like 
to try or about your fantasies. It could be about sex toys you'd like to try. It could be about your 
favorite positions or activities in the bedroom (or elsewhere!) It could be about what you find 
sexy in him or what you like about him sexually.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 49 [Bonus Idea]

Cook him his favorite dinner. Or make him his favorite dessert. Or order his favorite dinner in. 
Or buy his favorite dessert from a bakery. 
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Exclusively For Sexually Adventurous Women: White-hot, unexplored sex techniques that turn a "good"
girl into a “bad” girl in the bedroom and give you and your man some of the best sex of your life

including…

“MIND. BLOWING. SEX!”
101 Jealously-Guarded, Controversial, and

Wildly Erotic “Naughty Girl” Sex Secrets and
Ultra-Powerful Techniques

The World's Most Skilled And Talented Lovers Use
To Stimulate...Please...and Satisfy A Man...

Cast Aside The Humiliation of Disappointing
Your Man With Dull, Routine, “Vanilla” Sex.

Instead...

Jumpstart A Tired, Boring, Mundane Sex Life
And Rock Your Man’s World With These

Sizzlin’ HOT, Steamy, Badass Sex Moves That
Give Him Pure, Passionate, Exhilarating Pleasure

...as Early as Tonight!

Click here to discover how to give your man mind-blowing sex...
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~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 50 [Bonus Idea]

Give your man an erotic massage. Dim the lights. Put on some soft music. Lay out some 
towels. Warm up some massage oil and get busy slowly pleasuring your man with your hands.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 51 [Bonus Idea]

Turn down the lights. Light some candles. Put on some soft, romantic music. Cook him a heart-
shaped pizza with all of his favorite toppings.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 52 [Bonus Idea]

Order some new pleasure toys for him, you, and both of you. Wrap them up and present them 
as a gift to him.

~ Romantic Indulgence ~ No. 53 [Bonus Idea]

Wear your sexiest lingerie to dinner or to the bedroom or around the house. If you're going out 
to dinner, wear a blazer with a sexy, lacy bra underneath and no blouse or shirt to cover your 
bra.
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Be Safe. Stay Safe. Have Fun!

Practice safe, legal, and consensual sex. Use birth control, protection, and practice impeccable hygiene to avoid 
unwanted pregnancy and infections or diseases. The enclosed information is for entertainment purposes only. If 
in doubt, seek the advice of a qualified health care professional. The author and publisher shall in no event be 
held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental, or other consequential damages 
arising directly or indirectly from any use of this material. You are entirely responsible for your own actions. This 
report does not promote or condone violence or abuse against women or men. Some fantasies will exist only in 
your imagination and will not be acted upon. Statements about supplements have not been evaluated by the 
Food and Drug Administration. Supplements promoted are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any 
disease. Consult with your doctor for possible side effects. Links in this Special Report may be affiliate links for 
which the author receives compensation at no additional cost to you and thanks you for your support. Please 
stay safe. To protect you and your partner, please take the necessary precautions advised or ordered by medical 
and health authorities regarding social distancing, hand washing, wearing masks, and other recommendations, 
orders, or suggestions during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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